Gillian’s
Lash Filler
14 South Road, Devonshire, Bermuda
Email: gilliansskinclinic@northrock.bm
www.gilliansbermuda.com

LASH FILLER
232 0496 or 232 0497

Lash Filler

$110

InLei® Lash Filler
Revolutionary lash lifting treatment
Scientifically proven to penetrate and permanently thicken the natural hair
by 24%
Influences the hair growth by improving hair structure
Nourishes and thickens damaged, thin and weak eyelashes
Gives a long-lasting lifting effect to natural eyelashes
Great alternative to eyelash extensions

Developed together with the original creators of Lash Filler, Inlei, the
revolutionary lash lifting treatment is scientifically proven to penetrate
and permanently thicken the natural lash hair by 24%!!
So what exactly is lash filler and HOW is it different from a regular LVL?
Lash filler doesn’t just lift and curl the lash. Inlei Lash Filler is a gentle,
non-drying AND non-damaging treatment that influences the hair
growth by improving hair structure from inside the hair matrix.
This gives a long lasting lifting effect to natural lashes whilst also
nourishing and thickening thin, damaged and weak eyelashes.

Who is the treatment for?
Lash Filler treatment is the PERFECT alternative to eyelash extensions.
Perhaps your client has an allergy to products used during the lash
extension treatment, Lash Filler would be a great alternative to offer
them instead!
The lash filler treatment is also perfect for clients who’s eyelashes:
• Grow straight or downwards - lash filler helps lift these lashes
resulting in perfectly curled and thick lashes!
• Are disordered and criss-cross naturally - lash filler lifts the lash so
lashes are all in one direction.
• Are dry and brittle - lash filler strengthens the lash by penetrating
the lash matrix.
• Thin eyelashes - Lash filler improves the natural thickness of the
lash by up to 24%!
• Long and rigid eyelashes - lash filler nourishes the natural lash to
help them become more manageable and soft
• Clients who want to take a break from eyelash extensions - lash
filler offers the perfect alternative!

ADVANTAGES OF THE INLEI FILLER TREATMENT
In recent years in the beauty industry, there have been numerous treatments
created to make the eyes appear more intense, to accentuate them and make
them appear prettier.
InLei is the first brand that GUARANTEES that the LASH FILLER treatment
• Increases eyelash diameter by up to 24% (in only 3 treatments)
• Increases curl of eyelashes by up to 31% (in one treatment)
• Contains real keratin and the complex “Three Regeneration”

What are the other advantages of the InLei
Lash Filler treatment?
InLei has gone a step further by creating LASH FILLER
the treatment which thickens nourishes and lengthens
natural eyelashes resulting in a delicate but effective
perm.
The treatment works due to the chemical processes that have been previously
studied. Thanks to the rich composition of the various substances that work on the
entire length of the hair from the follicle to the tip.
F3 “FILLER 3” is a winning formula to satisfy the natural hair needs.
The substance of these treatments has been studied and developed over 10
months of hard work, extensive tests and numerous comparisons between different
chemists and professionals in the field of eye health and beauty.
In effect, we received the only product that can guarantee consistent, high-quality
results every time!

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday to Friday 8:45 am to 9:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday 8:45 am to 5:00 pm
Please arrive early to fill out any forms and to relax with a
complimentary beverage and a heated neck collar, before your
treatment.

COMPLIMENTARY BEVERAGES AVAILABLE

GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
Valid for one year from date of purchase

DUO ROOMS AVAILABLE
For any treatment upon request

PARKING AVAILABLE BEHIND THE BUILDING
Handicap parking available right outside.
Ground level treatment rooms for clients with disabilities.
Advance notice must be given for these treatment rooms.
CANCELLATION POLICY
24 hours cancellation is required for all appointments
made. 50% of the service will be charged if appropriate
notice is not given.

We trust that your experience has been enjoyable
and invite your comments.

